[txg] wrote:
“no goyim Adolf Hitler was a dictator who rose to power because of his speaking ability. If you questioned him you got sent to the concentration camp. I went to college so I would know. Maybe if you took a history class instead you would be smart enough to know.”

The first thing that happens when someone goes to History class and does anything other than be a retard is gonna be like this:

Stalin: 30 million to 40 million Russian, 4 to 7 Ukrainian people kill count. No bad statements about him in general. At least he wasn't Hitler! He’s a morally good commie since he didn't touch Jewish hair!

Tamerlane: 17 million Middle Eastern people death tolls. Glorified major ruler of the Middle Eastern and Kazaks. At least he wasn't Hitler!

Mao Ze Dong: Anywhere from 60 to 80 to some estimates 100 million Chinese people dead to impose Communism, never a bad statement about him, is almost hardly mentioned from the books. At least he wasn't Hitler! He's a morally good commie since he didn't touch Jewish hair!

Hitler: A very historically shaky 6 million figure of jews [to the extent everyone who questions this is put in a prison or silenced], which some revisionists drop to the number to 800,000 war casualties or less than 1 million in what is the biggest war of mankind, with over 56 million White people.

In regards to the mainstream accepted Communist Death toll, we also have these numbers:
2 million in Cambodia
2 million in North Korea
1.7 million in Ethiopia
1.5 million in Afghanistan
1 million in the Eastern Bloc
1 million in Vietnam
150,000 in Latin America
10,000 deaths "resulting from actions of the international Communist movement and Communist parties not in power" [Wiki, Black Book of Communism].

Seeing and knowing this, the sinful brain of the goyim [slang for "Animal" to describe nonjewish people] may ask itself: Why do we only know or care about Hitler as a society? And this we can go forward to explain to the questioning person why this is the case.

About 100 million of dead people in Communism in general?

Talmudically thinking, the real question is, how many HUMANS died? Understanding that jews decide where social attention is going in the West, Historically, Academically, in the Media, etc., we only need to focus on what is Human in regards to the ruling definitions.

By Talmudic and Rabbinical definition, only the jew is Human. All the other numbers are irrelevant.

Jewish media and academia make sure we put emphasis worldwide into the only single death toll that really means anything in world history, and that is the Jewish Innocent and Holy people death toll.

To make historical calculations we have to first define how many Goyim are equal one Human being, ie, a Jew. This is helpful to be understood by Jewish Mathematics. "One million Arabs are not worth a Jewish fingernail," Rabbi Yaacov Perrin.

Indeed, it may be a Sin deserving of eternal Hellfire to assume that a divine jewish fingernail is equal to any form of Gentile life whatsoever, and one may be sinning to even make this thought.

Making generous jewish calculations, 100 million Goyim are only to be mentioned in history with the attention of a few jewish fingernails. Not sure if it's 5 or more fingernails, a Rabbi maybe could get more in-depth with the mathematics. Which is exactly the case in regards to the attention given by historical analysts and politicians on the subjects anyway. This is why things like the Holodomor hardly deserve any mention historically. It's only fingernails, not humans, a jew would argue.

Hitler on the other hand harmed around 800,000 jews, which if we multiply this by the number of fingernails, it would take infinite trillions of Gentiles to surmise for the living damage by anyone else to gain Hitler's defamation deserving status. Of
all the 54 million dead of WW2, we only know [and pay] for the plight of one people, that is, the Jews.

Therefore, only Hitler did evil stuff, and if he inadvertently caused the death of like 1 or even 6 million jews, this automatically invalidates 100 million of dead people by Communism or any other dead people in general. Stalin didn't do a lot of evil things for jews, so he's in the clear, after all, all USSR command were jews. He "advanced Mankind", i.e. jews.

Mao Ze Dong imposed the glorious Hammer and Sickle system inspired by Karl Marx [the jew] and therefore was a totally moral individual that did good for "Mankind", i.e. jews. At the cost of a few Jewish Fingernails.

Maybe people who argue against Hitler being evil and immoral can just go ahead and tell everyone: JEWS FINGERNAILS ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN FACTS AND HUMAN BEINGS! The Rabbis may give them a medal for their lack of logical capacity and cognitive death.

Long story short now, despite of what retards thing, know beyond any doubt, Hitler did nothing wrong. All of this is just a huge guilt tripping game, based on lies and disinformation, to just put the jews into the eternal victim position, and beyond any judgement, both on themselves and their programs.

Further on, the 6,000,000 death toll is known to be a lie, and this is why it's not allowed to be questioned. The 6,000,000 "Dead" of Judaism and the "Oppressed" goes back decades and decades before WW2, because it's a hoax and fraud money and shekel grabbing brainwashing spell on the back of the Gentiles, who eternally pay, as the "Jewish fingernails" they are, for the dreams of the chosen, with their life, existence, blood, and labor.

Among 54 million souls who were literally destroyed by the "Judea Declares a War Against Germany" and the world that is widely known to be financed by the jews, and heaped upon Hitler, a maximum of 800,000 jews MAY have perished, primarily because of the heat of the war, which swarmed the life of all others. But all we are being told is about them. No need to concern ourselves about facts and stuff like that.

Remember to not question any of that cause it's Anti-Semitism and if you question this you'll go to burn eternally, because how dare the goyim think for itself.

Everyone knows about Anne "Marketing Scheme" Frank, but most people hardly ever heard of Mao Ze Dong.
“Our race is the master race. We are the divine Gods on this planet. We are as different from the inferior races as they are from insects”.

—MENACHEM BEGIN (1977-1983), 6TH PRIME MINISTER OF ISRAEL